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* Game *
Roguelike platformer game.
A little girl Lily explores around the dungeon with beating monsters.
Let's beat the monsters with robot, sword, gun and trained body.

* Synopsis *
Due to the Great War, human being had to shift their living place
to the underground towns they have created. However, the underground
society is now about to self-destruct. The protagonist heads
to the above-ground world, through the dungeon filled with monsters.

> skill tree
> item: shield, bomb
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Pixel-based animations contained.
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Title: ABYSS CRAWLERS plus
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
YANEURAGAMES
Publisher:
YANEURAGAMES
Release Date: 9 Mar, 2018
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English,Japanese
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Nice paint job

10\/10. 10 minutes in and I love it. If you are a fan of Breakout, or more recently Wizorb, this is another great game in that
genre. The humor and art style are nice too.. This game, it takes you through a psychological journey, an emotional one. You
play as a blue block, which is a boy trying to reach a pink block, the girl that this boy loves. It is a very short game, but its
something that you'll never forget.
The game has a handful number of levels, each level has a new feature which you'll be using to reach the girl. The wordings on
the level will be all you need to find out what the feature is.
**Spoiler**
At the end, when you finally start feeling that the boy is going to be with the girl, she just disappears and the game briefly shows
you that she's married to another person now and that the boy was late. All the while, you've been playing a pretentious game,
thinking expressing feelings right now did not matter and reaching her later on is somehow going to help you.
Background music: 9/10
Gameplay: N/A
Story: 10/10. Extra titan quest content what else can you ask for?. Hard to give a grade on this one, could be a great game, but
way to short. Look like a great free to play game with expensions you can buy... but you have to pay and there's no expension.....
Undeadz has an immense amount of potential! It would be cool to be able to map keys, and possibly add the ability to strafe
(please say yes please say yes please say yes). Also, for some odd yet amusing reason, every time I accidentally hit the enter key
(klutz error on my part), the player starts swimming through the ground. So there's a couple of bugs that can use squashing as
well. But for 2 bucks? I'm not complaining. Honestly, I'd be willing to pay more just to enjoy the game to its fullest potential..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing amazing!!!. It took me a while but i found out in the discussion threads that you can get past the
first syren by simply smacking in the head with the axe, thats it just step forward and smack it in the head.
The enviroments are beutiful and well detailed, it works with touch, has teleport or trackpad locomotion and features a
campeign that i have played about an hour and a half of and am only on level 2!
If you like Alien Isolation like I do then you'll like this, there are bugs but the devs were quick to fix the gamebreaking ones and
update the reolution\/graphics aswell and will likely continue to work on the game.
6.5\/10 needs a bit of work but its worth its money now and if it continues to get worked on then this could be a VR hit for years
to come!
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Having flown FSX since it was released and then coming to FSX:SE I was very pleased to be able to fly for 150 hours with
FSX:SE without any CDT. I have flown half way around the world in a Lancair and flown around many areas in the PMDG 737
NGX with no problems. I bought and installed this airport and now I can't even get passed 6% when it is loading scenery! I
waited for 15 minutes and still nothing. Tried the SIM720 tool and that didn't work as it said it couldn't find the folder! Out of
the box (downloaded) it doesn't work for me. For an add-on for FSX:SE I would hope that I wouldn't have to spend ages trying
to be able to fly from my new airport! Especially as some of the new fanbase may not wish to spend hours editing configs etc
liek we did with the Original version. After 150 hours of great fun, I now have a sim that I cannot get to work! Not
recommended!. jażeli lubisz tower defence to tytuł dla ciebie najlepiej wydane 0,29e w życiu
If you like tower defense games these title is best for you,best 0.29e spent in u life. I went in with an open mind. The opening
sequence didn't explain anything and the words were pushed off the side of the screen so I only saw TH but I didn't mind that so
much. I thought it was interesting ang I liked that there were multiple light sources but they use up way too fast and barely light
more than two inches in front of you. The thing that made me give this a thumbs down though were the scares. They are just flat
pictures that float in the air and sometimes just stick there. Flat floating pictures of green faces aren't good.. Needs to be taken
down before it has to a chance to rob more people of they're money . . .. With all the releases Paradox games has every year, its
hard to remember a time when a game was released will basically all the bells and whistles. Hearts of Iron 2 is one of these
games
HOI2 is a grand tactics game that puts the player in the direct control of a nation during ww2. Everything from the economy to
troop orders are controlled by the player. This creates a game where success and failure is dependent on how the player balances
their control of the economy and war, and how the player plan for future conflict.
Its a lot to take in, not helped by the rather confusing tutorials and lack of explanation from the game. That being said, HOI2 is
rather easy to understand after you play for some time. It does take some time to get good, but as they say Rome was not build
in one day.
If there is one fault to HOI2 is how limitd the scenario is. Everything about this game is the build up and eventual conflict that is
ww2. There is no way to avoid this, war will happen. It is hardcoded into the game that England and German go to war. This
kind of messes with the rather sandbox nature of the game, though I understand the reason.
All and all, a decent game for those wanting to get into teh HOI series or paradox titles in a nutshell.. Good hidden object
scenes, lots of items to confuse you, detailed and precies.
Intense story, captivating.
Puzzles are logical and can often be solved in different ways.
Pretty surroundings, tense atmosphere, well done to give the player the right (wrong?) feeling (a Good Thing).. Havent spent a
long time with it (damn kids), but its a promising little game. Love these games on mobile. Nice art style and controls well..
Gameplay and keycontrols are bad
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